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Want to get a nicely painted miniature on your game table tonight? These minis 
probably won’t win any competitions, but they will add a lot of character to your table 
and they just might impress your friends. Here are a few steps, beginning to end, to help 
you achieve a well-painted mini quickly and efficiently. 

1. Make a plan. If your mini requires a lot of prep work (pinning, gap-filling), this 
needs to be done far enough in advance for your glue and/or putty to dry. Simple 
prep for a single mini should include filing mold lines, removing flash, washing 
and priming. If you’ve chosen a dark color scheme, prime your mini with black 
primer to save some steps when you start painting your shadows. As always, 
don’t get your primer too thick or you’ll lose details on your miniature.  

2. Use a paint that covers well (I use Reaper MSP paints). Your paint should be 
thin, but shouldn’t require more than a few coats.  

3. I always start with the most recessed areas first and work my way out. Use 
smooth, even strokes.  

4. Washes are the quickest way to make any details “pop out”. Your paint should be 
thin enough to flow easily from your brush when you press it on your mini. Use 
your brush as a sponge so your wash doesn’t pool and leave a mark. Let the 
wash dry before applying more paint to those areas.  

5. Dry-brushing is perfectly acceptable! It’s simple for fur and for giving fabric a 
weathered look when you’re trying to finish quickly. Just use a quick glaze to 
smooth out your transitions.  

6. When I move on to a larger surface area, like a cloak, I usually use a wet-
blending technique. I put my mid-tone, shadow, and highlight colors close 
together on my palette, with my water nearby. I usually have a tiny bit of pure 
white or linen white close by, too, in case I want to make my highlights brighter. 
Working quickly, I blend my colors on the palette as I go. This technique does 
take some practice, but the more you do it, the faster you’ll get. You want your 
shadows/highlights to be as dark/bright as you would if you had more time. Don’t 
worry too much about perfect blends. It’s the contrast you’re looking for.  

7. Now you’ll want to pick out your details. This is what will really make your 
tabletop mini stand out. Put a little highlight on every buckle, belt and button. If 
your mini has an awesome face or spectacular gemstone, no one will notice that 
she only has two color transitions on her boots.  

8. I typically don’t seal competition pieces, but I ALWAYS seal pieces that are going 
to be played with. Even if you’ve only spent a few hours painting it, you still don’t 
want to see it dinged up. 

There you go! A painted mini won’t keep you from running out of hit points, but it can 
help bring your character to life! 




